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Clue 6 Reveal

Let’s get the border units cut and ready to go. This is the final bit of Crossroads!
I love this quick easy project for a gift!

Firstly, let’s build the centre, then we will add these borders. You should have seven on the 
square in a square units and eight of the pinwheel units. We will assemble them in 5 rows 
of three each, alternating with our starting unit…

Now for those borders we cut above. I sewed 4 of the BACKGROUND strips to 4 MEDIUM 
strips to make four strip sets. I then sewed these together to make TWO strip sets that I 
cut down to 36-1/2” lengths.

I then sewed 3 BG strips end to end (you will have enough to make 2 of these) as well as 
the MEDIUMS… you will now have TWO strip sets.  I sewed these together into one 4-
fabric strip set, which I cut down to 60-1/2” each (you should have enough to have two 
strip sets now)..these become the side borders. The 36-1/2” sets will be sewn to our 
corner units to finish off the top and bottom borders.

Your strip sets should be BG, MEDIUM, BG, MEDIUM with the background toward the 
centre of the quilt… Here are the side borders laying beside the centre. Please forgive 
Bobbin, she is a silly pup and doesn’t obey very well!! (YET), she was playing on the quilt 
before I could get a good pic!!

BACKGROUND 4-1/2” WOF strips 10

MEDIUM 2-1/2” WOF strips 10
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Now, you have added those border corner units to the top and bottom matching BG and 
MEDIUM fabrics, so they are ready to go once the sides are on. This easy border is now 
finished. Your quilt should measure 60-1/2” x 84-1/2” and be pressed toward the border 
strips.

IDEAS to make it larger: add a 2” lattice between all the blocks… add an additional 
background 4” border around the entire quilt… add a MEDIUM “frame” (any size you wish) 
before adding the pieced border and corners… most of these will require a measure and 
more border strip set length.    ENJOY! Most of all…make it your own!
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